PC/OpenSystems LLC

We specialize in different areas of Computer repair and service. We offer highly professional
work with reasonable rates and quality unsurpassed by others. Here are some of the services
we offer.
We work on several different types of computers. The systems we service are:
Apple Computers PowerPC and Intel based models
Contemporary Computer systems These include, Dell, HP, Gateway, IBM, Lenovo,
eMachines, Sony, Panasonic etc.
Server based systems These include contemporary computer systems as well as Sun
Microsystems, Cisco, Apple Computer XServe, IBM PSeries, IBM XSeries etc.
We specialize in different Operating Systems
All releases of Windows including Windows Server
Mac classic as well as Mac OS X
All flavors of UNIX
Most Linux distributions
BeOS
AmigaOS
Some of the services we offer are as follows
Hardware repair This includes replacing hard drives, motherboards, system memory, video
cards, sound cards. etc
Software installation Like that new version of Windows or Mac OS X? Want to try Linux on
your PC? We can install new operating systems and many other software packages and it
doesnt stop there, we will sit with you and walk you through the changes and how to use it.
Hardware installation Got a new device? We can install it for you, from BluRay to new
video cards to sound cards we can do it for you. Do you want to expand your system memory?
We can do that too. Want a larger hard drive? We got you covered.
Virus repair We know how frustrating it is to get a virus on your system. The lost time and
productivity. We can help. We can restore your system, clean your files and we can usually
recover from a virus with little to no data loss and we can even do it most of the time without
reformatting your hard drive.
Data recovery Hard drive crashes can sometimes be as frustrating as viruses. Need those
documents back? Need those family pictures? As long as there is no physical damage to the
drive we can recover that data for you at a 96% chance of successful recovery.
We offer inhome/office service or convenient pickups of your systems. and returns. Please
call (252)7627342 or email pcrepairservice.pcos@gmail.com for rates and other services
offered.

